
IntervIew: Nick Sadleir

Positive discrimination, poor  form and unrealistic expectations 
combined to derail Jacques Rudolph’s first international career as a 
young gun. A decade later, after five seasons with Yorkshire, he has 
been quietly re-establishing himself as a contender down the order 
for South Africa. He told SPIN about his comeback , going  hunting 
and why he doesn’t sledge KP. 
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weight on one’s shoulders than there is 
when facing the new ball at the start of a 
Test match.

NS: Your career has had some ups and 
downs. You debuted with a big unbeaten 
double century against Bangladesh and 
have had some big scores but you have 
lacked consistency. How do you see it?

JR: I’m grateful to have another chance at 
cementing my place in the side. I am only 
31 now and have many years to give to 
South African cricket if all goes to plan. I 
was very young when I first played cricket 
and my mental approach to the game 
has developed so much over the years. 
I’m not saying I wasn’t handled properly 
when I was younger but I maybe could 
have benefited from a few more years of 
first-class cricket before playing on the big 
stage. Some people thought I might be the 
next big thing and it was hard to live up to 
that.

NS: Your first year back in SA you topped 
the domestic run tables and the next year 
you were rewarded with a place in the side. 
What has it been like being back?

JR: The first few Tests didn’t necessarily go 
to plan but in our last series (against New 
Zealand away) I made a couple of big scores 
and hopefully I can keep it up.

NS: What are you most looking forward to 
on this trip?

JR: Playing at Headingley will be a massive 
moment for me. I’ll be especially hungry to 
do well there in front of the old Yorkshire 
faithful and it will be an emotional 
experience.

NS:Your tour started chaotically with a 
freak injury to Mark Boucher, how has the 
team coped with that?

JR: Yes it was so traumatic for Mark and for 
the side. He was the gutsiest of cricketers 
and has been a part of this team for so long. 
He had said that this tour would probably 
be his last and he was more determined 
than ever to make a success of it. An injury 
like that makes you realise that there is 
more to life than just cricket and we were 
all devastated for him and this shocking 
ending to his brilliant career. But with only 
a week or so between the incident and the 
Oval Test match we had to concentrate on 
dealing with the reality that he won’t be in 
our side and that we must focus on playing 
our best cricket without him.

NS: You had an early season stint at 
Surrey this year and only averaged in 
the low 20’s - that’s unlike you in county 
cricket (Rudolph averaged close to 60 for 
Yorkshire). How do you explain it?

JR: I would have like to have done better 
of course. I’m not one for making excuses 
and I should have made more runs but it 
was the end of a long season for me. I had 
only a few days at home before coming to 
England and a good friend of mine (former 
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Nick Sadleir: Isn’t it a pity that this is 
only a three-Test series after England and 
South Africa signed a memorandum last 
time the Proteas were here that they would 
endeavour to play five-Test series in the 
future?

Jacques Rudolph: Yes it is sad. I guess that 
with all the cricket on these days they had 
to cut the Tests short but a three-Test series 
doesn’t always reflect accurately the side 
that really deserved to win, especially if 
weather plays a big part in it. And that’s a 
slight pity. You can’t beat a five-Test series 
between the two best teams for a real 
sporting event.

NS: Was politics behind your move to 
Yorkshire and spending six years playing 
cricket in England? You didn’t move up 
North for the weather.

JR: I wouldn’t say so, no. I was the subject 
of a couple of selection disputes but 
that was all a long time ago. I wanted to 
broaden my cricketing horizons and county 
cricket was a great place for me to do that. 
I really developed my game in England 
and enjoyed every minute of playing here. 
Having said that, it’s wonderful to have 
another chance in the SA Test team.

NS: You played with your coach Gary 
Kirsten early in your career. Is that a help or 
a hindrance?

JR: Yes, Gary was a senior player when I 
played my first few games for SA. He was 
really supportive then and we have had an 
excellent relationship for many years now. 
Jacques Kallis obviously played with him 
for a long time and that’s another great link 
into the team and our strategies. Gary isn’t 
the kind of coach that orders, instead he is 
very thoughtful and insightful and works 
with us more as a consultant. I definitely 
think it is a help and not a hindrance that 
some of us played with him.

NS: Kirsten was also an opener. Has that 
helped?

JR: Yes, he opened the batting for SA 
for many years but, like me, he made a 
transition down the order later in his 
career. We have talked a lot about that. In 
the Proteas side I’m now more likely to 
bat at number six than to open the batting 
and whilst I was always an opener, I enjoy 
batting down the order too. One plus 
about it is that it’s far less nerve-wracking. 
Especially if one comes into bat after a 
platform has been set - there is much less 
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cricketer Louis Vorster) had just been 
murdered (purportedly an execution-style 
hit) in Pretoria. The batting conditions 
were horrible this April / May with all the 
rain and I struggled to get going after a 
long season.

NS: Can I ask you about your thoughts on 
Tom Maynard?

JR: Tom and I got on very well and his 
death was so awful not only because of 
the way he died but because of the fact 
that he never got a chance to live up to his 
potential. His father is our coach at the 
Titans in Pretoria. He was a terrific guy and 
was the most amazing cricketer. Some 
of the shots he pulled off were simply 
astonishing - I have very little doubt that 
he would have played for England. It was 
such a tragic ending to such a talented 
man’s life.

NS: After that stint at Surrey you took a 
five-week break at home in SA. What did 

you get up to? Did you play much cricket?

JR: No, I felt I needed a break from the 
game. I wanted to spend some time in 
the countryside and get into a rested and 
strong mental space. I spent a lot of time 
with family and friends and did quite a 
bit of hunting, which is something I have 
missed out on as I always missed the 
season while playing cricket in the English 
summers.

NS: I must have watched that YouTube clip 
twenty times where you threw a ball from 
the boundary for Yorkshire during a game 
and you killed a lone pigeon mid-air. I take 
it you are a good shot?

JR: (laughs). Being Afrikaans, hunting 
was a part of growing up of for me so I can 
shoot pretty straight but I must admit I 
was a bit rusty.

NS: Not much Afrikaans spoken in 
Yorkshire, did you start thinking in English 
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instead of translating all the time in your 
head.

JR: Yes, English became my first language 
here. There were actually times when I 
hadn’t spoken Afrikaans for a while and I 
struggled to speak in my home language 
when ringing my family at home.

NS: You know the gag: Q: Where do the 
English side stay when they go to SA? 
A: With their parents. Well, your mum lives 
in England, doesn’t she?

JR: (laughs) Yes my mum lives over here 
now and it will be great to see her over the 
tour.

NS: Will you guys be chirping all the South 
Africans in the English team or just KP?

JR: Ha ha, I’m not one for that sort of 
chirping. Those guys made the decision to 
move over here full-time and I’m happy 
things are going well for them. I played lots 
of cricket with Trott and it’s great he has 
been so successful for England. We were at 
school together and he is the guy I know 
best in the English side. KP and I played 
some cricket at home together as well.

NS: The Proteas spent a week team-
building in Switzerland before this tour. 
What did you get up to there?

JR: It was the most unbelievable 
experience. As well as being physically 
gruelling, hiking up the Alps in the snow 
and testing our bodies to the limit, we 
were truly inspired by the adventurer Mike 
Horn. Paddy Upton (team mental coach) 
worked closely with us and it was such an 
incredible thing to be able to have done. 
Mike Horn is truly the most inspirational 
guy and we feel very motivated and 
together as a unit after spending time with 
him.

Some of the guys, including me, had 
never even been in snow before so it 
was something so different to our usual 
cricketing preparation.

NS: England are settled and well coached, 
aren’t they?

JR: Yes it’s amazing what Andy Flower 
has done with this team. They have home 
ground advantage against us, they haven’t 
lost here for four years and every member 

of their team seems to be performing 
well at the moment. But series between 
England and the Proteas are always close 
and we know that we can do well here and 
go top of the Test and ODI rankings in 
doing so.

NS: Who is their best bowler?

JR: Anderson has done very well for them 
year after year and we will have to bat well 
to manage against his swing. Bresnan is 
a fighter too - I spent years with him at 
Yorkshire. But I know that once we see off 
the new ball and build a few partnerships 
we can make some big scores here.

NS: Was it surprising that England 
thrashed Australia 4-0 in last month’s ODI 
series?

JR: We didn’t get to watch much of it in 
Switzerland and you would have expected 
the Aussies to put up more of a fight but 
there is no doubt that this England side is 
in a good space. We have our work cut out 
for us, but we are up for the task.

NS: You have played extensively in South 
Africa and in England. Which country has 
the stronger domestic system?

JR: Lots of people ask me this and I have 
been thinking about it recently. I think I 
can say that, in England, players, especially 
bowlers, don’t always give 100% intensity. 
I’m sure they are playing their best but 
there is a lot of cricket and they jump 
between formats. In South Africa sides 
usually get a four-day break before a first-
class game and by the time you are on the 
park they are bowling with full intensity. 
I understand that intesity is similar in 
Australia as well.

Also, in SA we have a franchise system so 
we have only six sides. This means that 
the average SA domestic player is probably 
a slightly higher calibre than the average 
county player, where you have eighteen 
counties so the talent is spread a little 
more thinly. Some players may have two 
bad seasons at one county but they remain 
in the system when another county gives 
them a chance. Having said that, in the 
South African system, some players who 
don’t make the cut one year might give 
up the game even though they are very 
talented players. They are just different 
systems.


